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BBss mixingmixing

SecondSecond--order process,order process,
ΔΔB=2B=2
Leads to two mass Leads to two mass 
eigenstateseigenstates::

BL, BH

CPCP--violation can occur in violation can occur in 
these processesthese processes

In the mixing amplitudes
In interference terms 
between the mixing 
amplitudes and the 
meson decay amplitudes



Parameters of neutral B mixingParameters of neutral B mixing

0.04 (SM)0.04 (SM)φφdd = 2arg[V*= 2arg[V*tdtdVVtbtb]]
≈≈ 0.8 (SM)0.8 (SM)φφss

~10%~10%~0~0ΔΓΔΓ//ΓΓ
~20 ~20 psps--11~5 ps~5 ps--11

ΔΔMM
BBssBBdd

Rapid! 



New physics in BNew physics in Bss mixingmixing

φφss ≡≡ 2 2 arg arg [V*[V*tsts VVtbtb ]]++ φφNEWNEW

ΔΔMMss == ΔΔMMSMSM ++ ΔΔMMNEWNEW

Exposition of new physics effectsExposition of new physics effects
Notation of Ball, Fleicher (2003)
R = ratio of new physics to standard model contributions in 
the matrix element

xs = mixing parameter

S.M. New physics



Ball, Khalil: 2004



Ball, Khalil: 2004



Measurement of the parametersMeasurement of the parameters

Weak mixing phase Weak mixing phase φφss ⇒⇒ angular and lifetime analysis ofangular and lifetime analysis of
taggedtagged
BBss→→J/J/ψψ((μμμμ))φφ(KK)(KK)
OscillationOscillation frequency frequency ΔΔMMss ⇒⇒ lifetime analysislifetime analysis with with 
BBss→→DDssππ
Ultimately aUltimately a combined analysis of the two channelscombined analysis of the two channels must be must be 
performed to measure the complete set of Bperformed to measure the complete set of B--mixing mixing 
parametersparameters

Bs→J/ψφ has little sensitivity to ΔMs



Measurement of Measurement of φφss with with BBss→→J/J/ψφψφ



Transversity Transversity decompositiondecomposition

J/J/ψψ((μμ++μμ--))φφ((KK++KK--))
BB00

SS

BB00
SS

p pB0
S

K+
J/ψ

μ- φ

A┴ A║ A0

Extracting mixing Extracting mixing 
parameters requires parameters requires 
separation of contributionsseparation of contributions

Scalar Scalar →→ Vector + Vector Vector + Vector 
decaydecay

Final state Final state 
described by three described by three 
helicity helicity amplitudesamplitudes

Determined by the Determined by the angular distributionangular distribution
of the decayof the decay

μ+

K-



AngularAngular distributiondistribution

Ultimately we end up withUltimately we end up with two expressions for the angular and decay two expressions for the angular and decay 
time distribution:time distribution:

Expression contains 8 independent parameters which must be Expression contains 8 independent parameters which must be 
extracted from the data:extracted from the data:

Two independent transversity amplitudes and their phases: |A┴|, |A|||, δ┴ , δ||

Width difference and mean width: ΔΓs , Γs

Oscillation frequency: ΔMs

Weak mixing phase: φs

B(t=0) = B0
s B(t=0) = B0

sMixing
terms

Terms governed
by spin

dynamics



General analysis technique General analysis technique 

1.1. In each passed by the trigger, select tracks passingIn each passed by the trigger, select tracks passing relevant relevant kinematic kinematic 
criteria, using particle identification where possiblecriteria, using particle identification where possible

• Muon identification in ATLAS and LHCb
• RICH detectors in LHCb for identification of hadrons

2.2. Attempt to fit each oppositely charged pair of tracks to a commoAttempt to fit each oppositely charged pair of tracks to a common vertexn vertex
• Mass hypothesis on each track
• Mass constraint on the J/ψ fit

3.3. Where the vertex fit succeeds, make appropriate cuts on invarianWhere the vertex fit succeeds, make appropriate cuts on invariant mass, t mass, 
position, position, χχ22, opening angle, opening angle……

4.4. Fit all doublets of track pairs toFit all doublets of track pairs to a common vertexa common vertex
• Mass hypothesis on each track
• Mass constraint on the J/ψ fit
• Constrain vertex to point at the primary vertex

5.5. Make appropriate cutsMake appropriate cuts on lifetime, kinematics, invariant mass and fit on lifetime, kinematics, invariant mass and fit 
quality to produce the final Bquality to produce the final Bss meson candidatesmeson candidates

6.6. Tag theTag the ““initialinitial”” flavour flavour of the Bof the Bss--mesonmeson
7.7. Calculate the decay angles of the final statesCalculate the decay angles of the final states
8.8. Fit the angles and decay times to the theoretical distribution tFit the angles and decay times to the theoretical distribution to obtain theo obtain the

parameters parameters 



Monte Carlo StudiesMonte Carlo Studies

Measurement of the mixing parameters depends strongly onMeasurement of the mixing parameters depends strongly on
Proper decay time resolution
Tagging performance
Background rejection

Large MC data samplesLarge MC data samples produced with the LHC Computing Grid produced with the LHC Computing Grid 
(LCG)(LCG)

Event generation: Pythia+EvtGen to produce final states with the 
correct angular distribution
Fully simulated and reconstructed to assess detector performance

Sensitivity of the detectors to theSensitivity of the detectors to the parameters assessed currently parameters assessed currently 
with with ““Toy Monte CarloToy Monte Carlo”” experiments which takeexperiments which take the performance the performance 
characteristics of the detectors as inputcharacteristics of the detectors as input

Ultimately the reconstructed data itself will have to be fitted to the 
distribution
This requires a full understanding of the acceptance corrections



Detector performanceDetector performance

S/B > 3S/B > 315%15%BackgroundBackground

8 8 MeVMeV18 18 MeVMeVσσmassmass

35 35 fsfs81 81 fsfsσσττ

125 000125 000
(2 fb(2 fb--11))

270 000270 000
(30 fb(30 fb--11))

StatisticsStatistics

LHCbLHCb
((NakadaNakada,, 2006)2006)

ATLASATLAS



Invariant mass of track quadruplets identified as originating

from signal events

ATLAS SIMULATION:

Athena 11.0.41



Proper time resolution for signal Bs vertices

ATLAS SIMULATION:

Athena 11.0.41



Tagging performanceTagging performance

ATLASATLAS
Same-side jet-charge tag

Efficiency: 0.63
Wrong-tag fraction: 0.38
Quality factor: 0.036

Opposite side muon tag
Efficiency: 0.025
Wrong-tag fraction: 0.24
Quality factor: 0.007

LHCbLHCb
Combined opposite/same side + neural network

Quality factor: 0.09



Toy MC sensitivity studies Toy MC sensitivity studies --
ATLASATLAS

Sets of angles and times generated according toSets of angles and times generated according to theoretical distribution theoretical distribution 
with acceptwith accept--reject MCreject MC
Smeared according to detector performanceSmeared according to detector performance
Fitted with MINUIT to theFitted with MINUIT to the likelihood expressionlikelihood expression

Assumptions:Assumptions:
|R|=50%, i.e. new physics contributions are 50% of the SM 
No angular dependence in the background
Proper time resolution described by a Gaussian
No asymmetry in production of Bs, anti-Bs or in tagging parameters
Angular resolution not considered

Decay time
resolutionBackground1-(wrong tag)Probability 

distribution
Normalisation

integrals



Likelihood scans (ATLAS)Likelihood scans (ATLAS)





Correlation studies (ATLAS)Correlation studies (ATLAS)

δδ22

45%45%
90%90%
AA┴┴

98%98%δδ11

23%23%18%18%AA||||

26%26%19%19%95%95%AA┴┴

7%7%8%8%38%38%ΓΓ

26%26%26%26%79%79%43%43%ΔΓΔΓ

δδ22δδ11AA||||ΓΓΔΓΔΓ



Toy MC: Toy MC: LHCbLHCb

L. Fernandez, 2005



Expected precisions Expected precisions -- ATLASATLAS

0.0460.046σσφφss

1%1%σσΓΓ//ΓΓ

13%13%σσΔΓΔΓ//ΔΓΔΓ

ATLAS after 30fbATLAS after 30fb--11

(270 000 events)(270 000 events)
SUSY model Ball Khalil 2004
R = MR = M1212

SUSYSUSY/ M/ M1212
SMSM = 0.5 = 0.5 

expected sensitivity 
after 3 years 
at low luminosity
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Expected precisions: Expected precisions: LHCbLHCb

0.0130.013σσ((φφss))
10fb10fb--11

0.0310.031σσ((φφss))
2fb2fb--11

0.0110.011σσ((ΔΓΔΓ//ΓΓ))
2fb2fb--11

L. Fernandez, 2005

~3σ for φs ≈ 0.04
(SM)



Measurement of Measurement of ΔΔMMs s with with BBss→→DDssππ



NP: Ball,NP: Ball,KhalilKhalil, , 
Phys.Rev.D69:115011,2004Phys.Rev.D69:115011,2004

<100%<100%
<100%<100%

82508250
40604060

ΔΔmmssBBss→→DD--
ss ππ++

BBss→→DD--
ssaa11

++

Models Models used in MC used in MC or to or to 
confront experimental confront experimental 
sensitivities.sensitivities.

Number of events after trigger Number of events after trigger 
+ offline + offline recrec. 3y@10. 3y@103333cmcm--22ss--11

Signal          Signal          BackgrBackgr

mass (MeV)

30.530.521.921.93030

29.029.020.020.02020

26.526.516.516.51010

95% CL 95% CL sensitivitysensitivity
(ps(ps--11))

55σσ limitlimit
(ps(ps--11))

LuminosityLuminosity
(fb(fb--11))

ATLASATLAS

Given the low value 
measured by CDF,
ATLAS will be able to 
measure  Δms
with ~10 fb-1 (one year)

CDF value

133.0
18.0 07.03117: −+

− ±=Δ ps.mCDF s

D0 :17 < Δms < 21 ps−1 @90% c.l.

F. Derue,

2006



LHCbLHCb

L. Fernandez,

2005



ConclusionsConclusions

φφss
ATLAS 

After three years of low luminosity running, ATLAS could 
exclude some classes of new physics models at 95% CL

LHCb 
After 5 years, LHCb could approach the 3σ confidence limit 
for standard model φs (~0.04)

ΔΔMMss
ATLAS

ATLAS may be able to reach the 5σ confidence limit for ΔMsafter one year (10 fb-1) given the CDF results for this 
parameter

LHCb
After 1 year, could reach the 5σ confidence limit for ΔMs for 
all values of ΔMs up to 68ps-1, and could make a 5σ
measurement in less than a year if ΔMs is small (CDF result)


